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Abstract
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the regulation in the European Economic Area (EEA) law on data protection and privacy for all citizens. There is a dilemma between sharing data and their subjects’ confidentiality to respect GDPR in the commercial, legal and administrative sectors of activity. Moreover, the case of text data poses an additional difficulty: suppressing the personal information without deteriorating the semantic argumentation expressed in the text in order to apply a subsequent process like a thematic detection, an opinion mining or a chatbot. We listed five functional requirements for an anonymization process but we faced some difficulties to implement a solution that fully meets these requirements. Finally, and following an engineering approach, we propose a practical compromise which currently satisfies our users and could also be applied to other sectors like the medical or financial ones.
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1. Introduction
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the regulation in the European Economic Area (EEA) law on data protection and privacy for all citizens. The aim is to give control to individuals over their personal data and to simplify the regulatory environment for international business by unifying the regulation within the EEA. The main evolutions brought by the law are:

- New concepts are created or instated: profiling, right to be forgotten, privacy by design (Speiermann, 2012),
- Transparency becomes an obligation (Goddard, 2017),
- Responsibilities are re-balanced (Lindqvist, 2017).

The regulation contains provisions and requirements of personal data of individuals and applies to any enterprise established in the EEA countries. This regulation changes the way we manage our data (Kamocki et al., 2018) de Mazancourt et al., 2015). Business processes that handle personal data must be designed with consideration of the principles and provide safeguards to protect data, for example using anonymization, so that the data sets are not publicly available without explicit and informed consent. De-identification like data anonymization is the process of removing personally identifiable information from data sets, so that people whom the data describe remain anonymous (Ji et al., 2017).

Fully anonymized data that meet the legal bar set by European data protection law is no longer ‘personal data’ and is therefore not subject to the obligations of the GDPR at all. It should be added that a process akin to anonymization is pseudonymization in which personable identifiable information are replaced by one or more artificial surrogates. Pseudonymization is defined in the GDPR Article 4(5) as:

the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identifiable or identifiable natural person.

A single pseudonym for each replaced field makes the data record unidentifiable while remaining suitable for data analysis. The main point to consider is the validity coverage of the pseudonym. There are two sorts of pseudonymization: one could be called as 'local' in which the pseudonym is only valid within a single text and the second could be called as 'global' in which the pseudonym is constant from a text to another within a corpus. The main difference between these three options is that anonymous and local pseudonymization data can’t be re-identified while global pseudonymization still allows for some re-identification because various clues may be picked and linked together.

Two modes of treatment are concerned:

- During the development phase, in batch mode, large collections of texts need to be collected in order to feed various machine learning processes and statistical computations,
- During exploitation, in real-time mode, a constant flow of information needs to be inserted into real-time data analysis or chatbots.

2Let’s recall that the EEA is the European Union plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
3Pseudonymization becomes now an active field of research to such an extent that a workshop has just been devoted to it (Ahrenberg and Megyesi, 2019).
The focus of this article can be summed up as: how to adjust the cursor, in order to respect the personal privacy of the citizens while allowing in depth semantic data analysis at the level of a large group of people and texts?

2. Industrial context

The context is the design and use of an anonymization tool within CRM which means usually Customer Relationship Management for private companies (Garcia-Crespo et al., 2010) but when applied to administration can be formulated as Citizen Relationship Management. The content is either email messages, social media flows or chatbot dialogues.

We operate in both the private and the public domains. In a private context, we work in the domain of e-commerce and retail where NLP techniques are used to compute customer satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) features under GDPR (Sun et al., 2017). In a public context, the communication department of the Prime Minister of an important EEA country receives hundreds of personal complaints and questions per day within a secure perimeter implemented with on-premise servers and firewall protection. The problem arises when these data should be given to another administrative department or to external sub-contractors for data analysis purposes in order to understand what are the concerns of the population directly from the verbatim corpus using NLP techniques. Up until now, this externalization was not possible under GDPR.

3. Related works

The problem of customer data anonymization is older than GDPR. (Zhong et al., 2005) show the efficiency of k-anonymization for customer privacy during automatic process. K-anonymization is defined as: ‘Given person-specific field-structured data, produce a release of the data with scientific guarantees that the individuals who are the subjects of the data cannot be re-identified while the data remain practically useful’ (Samarati and Sweeney, 1998). Although (Nergiz and Clifton, 2007) outperformed k-anonymization with clustering-based algorithms. However these techniques were not effective to anonymize unstructured data as shown by (Angiuli and Waldo, 2016) and the GDPR introduced several changes in the definition of an anonymized text (Hintze and El Emam, 2018).


In the didactic field, (Megyesi et al., 2018) build a GDPR-compliant corpus for foreign language learner: their method can be partially reused in many domain because of the complete named-entities anonymization they realize.

Several open-source tools recently appear to anonymize texts according to GDPR (Adams et al., 2019; Kleinberg et al., 2017). Nevertheless, as far as we know, there is no formal approach of text anonymization for opinion mining-based tasks in the customer-relationship management field. Some works processing customer data just could not anonymize their corpora because of the task complexity: (Bechet et al., 2012) developed a corpus of call-center human-human spoken conversation from the Parisian public transport network (RATP) but were not able to distribute it because of the absence of anonymization. Moreover, the GDPR was not voted yet, we guess that anonymization of such a corpus would be even harder today.

4. Requirements

The main functional requirements are as follows:

- **REQ#1** Avoid identifying the individuals mentioned in the text,
- **REQ#2** Allow in-house semantic data analysis which could eventually be adapted to a certain kind of input,
- **REQ#3** Allow off-the-shelf NLP tools,
- **REQ#4** Prove that an anonymization has been done in case of a complaint from someone mentioned in a specific text or in case of lawsuit or journalists’ investigation,
- **REQ#5** Usable in different European languages.

These requirements are somehow contradictory. For instance, from the original text:

My name is Paul Smith, and I moved from Leeds to Paris.

an anonymization will black out all identifiable information and will produce:

My name is X and I moved from X to X.

In this case, **REQ#1** and **REQ#4** are fulfilled but the semantic processing of **REQ#2** and **REQ#3** will be deeply disrupted. Another option could be to replace a name with a random name from a dictionary while respecting the type of the name as:

My name is John Wilson and I moved from Berlin to Madrid.

In this case, the realistic surrogates give the impression that the text is original but **REQ#4** is not fulfilled. We cannot afford global pseudonymization because it is not really a secure anonymization (as mentioned in the introduction) but local pseudonymization seems a good compromise fulfilling four out of five requirements giving a sentence like:

My name is _People1 and I moved from _City1 to _City2.
The only drawback of the approach is that the text cannot be given to an NLP process which is not prepared for this sort of mangling like an automatic translation, and therefore the REQ#3 target is missed. In fact, REQ#3 and REQ#4 are contradictory. Thinking again about this problem, we realized that certain requirements need not to be satisfied in all circumstances. REQ#4 is important when producing the data out of a secure perimeter while REQ#3 is important when using off-the-shelf tools internally within a secure perimeter. The dilemma can be resolved by implementing a Boolean parameter when running the anonymization associated to REQ#3 or REQ#4 fulfillment. Thus, the anonymization is able to produce:

My name is People1 and I moved from City1 to City2.

when there is a need to externalize, as well as:

My name is John Wilson and I moved from Berlin to Madrid.

in case of internal processing, depending on the option. The requirement fulfillment is summed up in table-1.

Table 1: Requirements vs solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req.</th>
<th>substitution by X</th>
<th>global pseudo.</th>
<th>local pseudo.</th>
<th>random substitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQ#1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ#2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ#3</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ#4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ#5</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The objective of the substitution is to replace a selection of entity types which are:

- **city** for the names of cities and agglomerations, like ‘Paris’ (a city) or ‘Cergy-Pontoise’ which is not formally a city but is an agglomeration.
- **contractNumber** for the combination of digit and letters which seems to be something else than a word or a number. This category includes some specific personal categories like IBANs (International Bank Account Number) and BICs (Bank Identifier Code).
- **emailAddress** for email addresses.
- **personName** for the names of individuals which are human beings.
- **identificationNumber** for the identifier of an individual like a social security number or a passport number.
- **IPAddress** for Internet Protocol addresses.
- **phoneNumber** for the various forms of a phone number.
- **vehicleIdentification** for the vehicle registration plates.
- **zipCode** for postal codes.

It should be noted that the NER detects other entity types like for instance, countries, regions, organizations, amounts of money or flight numbers. Obviously, it is technically easy to substitute these entities but the question is: what is the rationale to do so? These entities are less personal and without any personal clues there is no danger in keeping

---

4 The reader can reproduce our work by using another NER provided that all the precise and personal forms like social security identifiers are correctly detected. Obviously, the quality of the whole process is highly dependent on that of the NER.

5 The French system is not able to recognize German number plates, for instance, but the situations where it is necessary are extremely rare.
the original string, provided that the more the text is transformed, the more difficult the semantic parsing is. Due to the fact that city is replaced, the exact localisation cannot be determined, so there is no need to substitute the address in full, in addition to the fact that the recognition of the section indicating the street is very difficult because of the many possible forms.

6. Example

From this (invented) original text:

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing today to complain of the problem I have with www.ameli.fr. I'd like to create an account but my social security identifier 200 11 99 109794 on my carte vitale is not the same as the one of my mutual insurance 201 11 99 109794. How could I do?

Best regards,
Paul Watson,
tel 01 23 34 34 56 pwatson@aol.fr

Note that the Carte Vitale is the health insurance card of the national health care system in France. The anonymization produces the following text, provided that the pseudonymization option is selected:

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing today to complain of the problem I have with www.ameli.fr. I'd like to create an account but my social security identifier SSid1 on my carte vitale is not the same as the one of my mutual insurance SSid2. How could I do?

Best regards,
People1,
tel Phone1 Email1

Due to the fact that the pseudonyms are renumbered starting at one in each text, it is not possible to induce any personal data from this text or to make any correlation with another text, so GDPR is respected. However, provided that the digital analytics program is specially adapted to orthographically handle pseudonyms and to interpret the pseudonym as a semantic named entity value, it is still possible to compute that the author has:

- A complaint concerning a given web site,
- A complaint of mismatch concerning different social security identifiers,
- A question.

This is fully satisfactory. It is typically the kind of results which are produced by our in-house product Akio Analytics but such a result could also be computed by another product implementing ABSA (Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis) as we do (Pontiki et al., 2014).

7. Method used for validation

The manual verification of a large corpus iteratively with alternations of correction / verification is a very heavy burden. Our test corpus is a collection of 18138 French verbatim from the legal and administrative sector of activity and we cannot verify the whole corpus after every improvement of the detector. We started by excluding randomly 300 verbatim as a test corpus, to be used afterwards. The main focus is not to avoid noise but mainly to avoid silence, that is, we consider that it is not very important when a character string is over-substituted. On the contrary, missing a person name substitution is a serious mistake. We use the fact that the text is transformed after pseudonymization and if some proper names of the nine types are remaining, there is a good chance that there is an error. We tested the system for French following a threefold approach iteratively on the development corpus containing 18138-300=17838 texts:

- Step#1, the corpus is anonymized with the local pseudonymization option,
- Step#2 the named entity is applied again and the result is filtered to retain the named entities of the nine types which do not begin with the character underscore, this character identifying a pseudonym. When there is a result, there is a good chance that this is an error.
- Step#3 the NER errors are fixed and the process is applied again at Step#1. We stopped when we have not found any error.

The different phases of the validation are presented in table-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rounds</th>
<th>nb of processed texts</th>
<th>nb of errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phase-1</td>
<td>17838</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase-2</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase-3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of validation

Evaluation of the test corpus is presented in table-3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nb of texts</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>FMeasure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Quality evaluation

The total distribution over the whole corpus (development and test) by type of entity is shown in Table 4.

8. Future work

The NER is currently used everyday in order to compute e-reputation and commercial data analysis in six languages for several big companies, but so far, we did not had time to work on anonymization in all these languages. In the near future, we plan to test the anonymization in languages other than French.

We also plan to extend the substitution to another entity which does not directly identify an individual but which by its context can do so, what is usually called a context-sensitive entity. We plan to substitute all organizational
names for (relatively rare) cases like: "as president of Danone".

9. Conclusion

After a presentation of the context of use which is rather broad, namely citizen and customer relationship management, we listed five precise requirements and discussed the various options to provide an effective implementation. Our requirements are not specific to our context and could be applied to another context like a medical or financial application.

Our process anonymizes critical information through a step-wise named entity recognition implementation and entity linking. It identifies contextual information and replaces them with a semantic-preserving category label which allow semantic data analytics except that the character string of certain proper names and numeric expressions are hidden but remain manageable. As an option, the program allows the replacement with a random value simulating an original character string for off-the-shelf NLP tools.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>nb of occ.</th>
<th>distrib.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>city</td>
<td>6408</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contractNumber</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emailAddress</td>
<td>2141</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personName</td>
<td>20835</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identificationNumber</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPAddress</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoneNumber</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicleIdentification</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zipCode</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>33141</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Entity types distribution


